From the M-G-M Motion Picture “DOCTOR ZHIVAGO”

SOMEWHERE, MY LOVE
(Lara's Theme from “Doctor Zhivago”)

Lyrics by PAUL FRANCIS JARRE

Music by MAURICE JARRE

Verse: Ad lib.

Where are the beautiful days?
Where are the sleigh-rides 'til dawn?

Where are the tender moments of splendor?
Where have they gone? Where have they gone?

Moderately with expression

Some where, My Love
there will be songs to sing.
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Although the snow covers the hope of spring.

Somewhere a hill blossoms in green and gold,

And there are dreams all that your heart can hold.

Some day we'll meet again my love,

Some day whenever the spring breaks through.
You'll come to me out of the long ago,
Wear as the wind soft as the kiss of snow,
Till then my sweet think of me now and then,

Godspeed my love till you are mine again,
Till you are mine again.